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ABSTRACT
The non-destructive tests (NDT) of the steel wire ropes put on the crane pulley blocks comprise more than a half
of our NDT services. The intensive utilization of cranes often leads to critical situations endangering health and
safety at work. The operators are forced to provide safety use of the cranes due to new cranes constructions, new
construction of the block pulley and put on the new steel wire rope constructions. The NDT tests of the crane steel
wire ropes are coordinate by the Standard ISO 4309. We have experienced only the crane steel wire ropes with an
individual wire rope core during our NDT tests so far. The visual NDT test usually used is ineffective to the steel
wire ropes with this construction. Based on our previous experience it can be confirmed that surface ruptures are
produced after the disintegration of wires inside of a rope; it often leads to the rope abruption during its operation.
The reduction of the pulley block dimensions often leads to the problem of the multi-axis rope bending. This kind
of the rope line in the pulley block causes the increase of the fretting fatigue of the wires and the rope strands. The
same type of the stress is created when the dead ends of the rope are badly constructed.
Keywords: steel wire ropes, crane, quality, failure analysis.

INTRODUCTION
Steel ropes are complex flexible structures
used in many technical applications, such as elevators [1], crane [2, 3, 4], marine applications [5],
cable ways and hoisting mine applications [6, 7].
In many high-rise residential buildings or multistorey warehouses, machinery, so called lifts, are
used for the vertical transportation of people or
weights between attitudinally distant places [8].
Due to the specific design and critical safety
requirements, diagnostics of ropes remains an
important issue. Broken wire number in the steel
ropes is limited by safety standards when they are
used in the human lifting and carrying installations [9÷14]. The broken wires increase the stress
in the inner wire strands as well as the contact
force between the wires. This leads to a concentration of severe wear which accelerates the density
of broken wires locally leading to short fatigue
lives especially in the case with the most concen-

trated number of pre-broken wires [15÷19]. For
the crack initiation mechanism of anodic dissolution, the stronger the corrosivity of solution was,
the more easily the fatigue crack source formed,
while, for the crack initiation mechanism of deformation activation, the lower stress ratio and
higher frequency would accelerate the generation
of corrosion fatigue crack source [20]. Wear is
one of the primary factors for the degradation of
the wire rope used for multi-layer winding hoist.
It decreases the carrying capacity and service life
of the hoisting rope, which will affect the mine
safety directly [21]. The increase in the longitudinal rope vibration will reduce the friction force
between the rope and lining [22]. The limitation
for transverse vibration displacement of wire rope
becomes stronger, and the effect is fading when
the rigidity reaches a certain value [23, 24].
Changing the value of acceleration and velocity in the lifting process, variation rule of rope
tension and deformation in the lifting process, the
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a)

b)

Fig. 1. (a) Pulley crane system, positions 1); 2) are the points where the defectoscopic device was stepped; b)
Mounting of the defectoscopic device to the crane rope

influence on tension and deformation and vibration frequency from acceleration and velocity are
subject to [25, 26].
The coefficient of friction of the wire rope
changes little with increasing load and stabilizes,
but decreases with the sliding velocity under dryfriction condition [27]. The friction element can
capture the sliding among different wires [28].
The results of the tests show that the coefficient of
friction (COF) of the wire rope changes little with
increasing load and stabilizes at approximately
0.73, but decreases with the sliding velocity under dry-friction condition [29].
The application of finite-element method
when investigating the stress-strain state of a
work piece exposed to the gauge burnishing under the conditions of nonzero friction is considered [30÷33].

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The NDT measurement was performed by a
magneto-inductive defectoscopic device fitted
with scanning coils. The instrument was applied
on the individual branches of the crane pulley
system in order to record the maximum possible
length of the hoist rope.
The coil sensors were of two different constructions - narrow and wide. The scanning coil
diameters with maximum spacing 2 mm from the
rope were used for the measurement.

RESULTS
In practice rope inspections can be conducted
according to the Standard ISO 4309 listing the cri-

Fig. 2. The abruption of the rope in service
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teria used for the inspection and storage of steel
ropes. A damage to the rope usually occurs due to
a number of factors whose detection and gradual
removal, respectively elimination will lead to
the extension of the rope lifetime and it will increased safety at work. One of the significant elements increasing safety at work is introduction of
regular non-destructive inspections of steel ropes.
The intensive use of cranes, the introduction of
new constructions of cranes and steel ropes have
also affected the approach to the inspections of
steel ropes used on cranes. The non-destructive
inspection providing information on the general
condition of the rope must be considered relevant.
The visual examination of the external surface of
the rope is insufficient according to our previous
experience. The employment of the ropes, where
the cable core is formed by an individual rope

(IWRC), comes exclusively to the failure development inside of the ropes. The occurrence of the
external ruptures is only a final manifestation of
a damage to the rope before it breaks (Figure 2).
To obtain the image of the development of
rope damage, 156 measurements on 39 cranes in
three different plants were carried out. Based on
the experience of crane operation, the assessment
of their loading and their tractive work and the intervals of the NDT inspections were determined.
After the employment of the rope, the initial test
was carried out to state the condition of the rope
and record the possible damages to the rope originated during the manufacturing process, transport
and during the put on process. Figure 3 illustrates
the courses of the damage to the crane rope in approximately three-month time intervals. Figure 3a
depicts the initial rope test. There were no breaks

a)
b)
c)
d)

Fig. 3. The progress of the damage of the rope from the selected crane. The NDT records of the selected rope.
The record shows both of two directions of the rope motion in the defectoscope (Z00_2014)

Fig. 4. The progress of the rope damage of the selected crane. The NDT records of the selected rope. The record
shows both of two directions of the rope motion in the defectoscopic device (Z01b_2014/15)
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or technological joints of the wires from the manufacturing process of the rope. Figure 3b shows
the NDT test after 69 days. The recording does
not show significantly increased noise in comparison with the record of the initial test. No ruptures
on the rope were identified. Figure 3c represents
the NDT test after 162 days of working, first internal disruptions are identified. The subsequent
246-day control is shown in Figure 3d. The record shows two groups of the ruptures formed by
the nests of the inner ruptures of the wires. There
was no external, visually visible rupture on the
rope. The rope was put off after 246 days of working. The similar course of the rope damage can be
observed in the records shown in Fig. 4. In this
case the rope was put on right one year after the
initial rope test after its postponement.
The selected put off ropes were transferred to
our laboratory after being wound out of the pulley
systems. The repeated defectoscopic revision was
carried out, than the subsequent unweaving of the
rope and the documentation of the course of its
damage (Figures 5 and 6) were performed.

DISCUSSION
It turns out that the number of inspected
cranes working in various plants has been increasing in the course of last ten years. Nowadays more than a half of work of our laboratory
is represented by tests and inspections of bridge
cranes steel ropes.
The controlled ropes are of different construction, but all of them have one component
in common – their cable core is made of an
individual steel rope. In the past the NDT testing of cranes ropes was focused only on visual
inspection. Technicians were accustomed to
find fractured wires only on visible parts of the
external strands of the ropes, i.e. on the surface of the rope. The employed ropes were the
ropes with a textile core. The steel wire ropes
were visually inspected in the critical places
by opening the rope. Nowadays the ropes with
a plastic insert between the strands AS WELL
AS between the strands and the core are used;
therefore, the above mentioned procedure can-

Fig. 5. The rope unweaving and documenting the location of the rope damage

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Fig. 6. The damaged rope documentation a) the record of the NDT inspection, b-e) the external ruptures of the
rope
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not be used anymore. The majority of our current customers started to consider NDT control
as late as the critical situation raised because of
the abruption of the rope with a suspended load
during manipulation. The subsequent analyses
of the broken ropes confirmed the appropriate
material the ropes were made of, the depletion
and the fatigue of the rope were both identified as a source reason of the damage. In order
to establish a NDT system densified the NDT
controls were performed for each customer to
detect the periodicity of the rope damage due
to fatigue. The put off ropes were subjected to
the following procedures: repeated NDT measurements, physical identification of the place
of the rope breakage, the damaged section of
the rope was cut out, unweaving, localization
and quantification of the ruptures and their
comparison to the NDT records. The safe interval of the NDT checks was established for
each customer separately.
The following conclusions are based on the
above mentioned tests results :
− inner ruptures arise in ropes with an individual cable core (IWRC);
− These ruptures are located at the place
where the outer cable strand comes in the
contact with the steel cable core (Figure 7);
− neither the plastic insert separating the cable
strands of the rope and nor the outer strands
and the individual steel core of the rope will
prevent the formation of ruptures;
− the formation of surface ruptures occurs till
after the disintegration of the wires inside of
the rope at the place where the cable strands
and the steel cable core come in the contact;

− after the first external ruptures occur, the abruption of the rope follows in a short time;
− the visual inspections detecting the external fractures are ineffective and they rather
should be focussed on potential deformations and changes of the rope cross-section;
− the internal fractures arise in new, diminished construction of the crane crabs and
the substandard anchorages (anchoring) of
the dead ends of the ropes.

CONCLUSION
Pursuant to experience from the NDT inspections of the crane ropes carried out since 2011 and
the experiments on the postponed ropes it is possible to state that the use of the ropes of the different constructions as well as the constructions
of the cranes cause other, different type of stress.
Up to now used visual inspection procedures have
become ineffective, only the use of the NDT controls by means of the magneto-inductive controls
has helped to solve the problem of safety work
with cranes. The intensive use of the ropes leads to
rather fast fatigue of the ropes, even the high quality input material (validated by mechanical tests)
is used for their manufacturing. Apart from the
above, it can be stated that the modern crane structures themselves have an effect on the rope lifetime. The pulley deposition in some constructions
leads to multi-axis bending and it contributes to
the increase of the fatigue effect of the ropes in the
system. Incorrect anchoring of the dead end of the
rope also contributes to the rope lifetime decrease
and the increase of the rope stress and fatigue.

Fig. 7. Representation of the critical place of ruptures formation on the controlled cranes
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